
Reasoned document for PTGMS (P&C)(Spec no. TM/SM/421) 

Reasoned document for GRAW Laserowe Systemy Pomiarowe 
S.No. Clause 

no. 

Existing Clause Proposed Clause/Changes  Reason/RDSO’s 

comments 

Final clause 

1. 3.3.1 Inspection of Turn-Out: 

The system should be able 

to measure the following 

items on its own and the 

data should be having 

portability facility to be 

integrated with the details in 

para 3.2.1 & 3.2.2. so as to 

generate report as per 

format in Annexure I. All 

the parameters should be 

measured in millimeter. 

Missing Annexure-there was 

no Annexure I attached to the 

specification…. Copy, so we 

cannot refer to it. 

The annex is already 

placed from pg no 13 to 

16. In addition, 

specification with 

annexure has been 

separately e-mailed to 

firm.  

The para will remain the 

same. 

2. 3.2.2 Inspection of Point and 

Crossing -  

 a) Visual Observation  

Permissible values for 

concerned items (acronyms 

codes?) are requested as an 

Annexure, to be saved as the 

visual observation result. 

Visual observation is to be 

recorded by measuring 

official. These are 

qualitative parameters of 

turn-out and do not require 

comparison with standard 

value.  

The para will remain the 

same. 

3. 3.4 PTGMS should be able to 

integrate details of para 

3.2.2 and compare it with 

permissible value for 

concerned items and 

undesirable data falling 

outside permissible limits 

shall be marked in red ink in 

printout. 

PTGMS PC will be able to 

integrate details of para 3.2.2 

and compare it with 

permissible value for 

concerned items only if 

Visual Observation results 

will be standardized in a form 

of a list of permissible values 

for the concerned items. 

 Partly accepted. 

  Visual observation is 

to be recorded by 

measuring official. 

These are qualitative 

parameters of turn-out 

and do not require 

comparison with 

standard value. 

PTGMS should be able to 

integrate details of para 

3.2.2 and 3.2 with 3.3 so 

as to generate report as 

per Annexure I. It should 

also compare it with 

permissible value for 

concerned items marked * 

and undesirable data 

falling outside permissible 

limits shall be marked in 

red ink in printout. 



4. 3.14 Sampling distance/ 

measurement interval of the 

system should be user 

selectable of 0.05 m for 

turn-out and multiple of 

0.05 m reporting/exporting 

interval can be decided by 

user. 

Sampling distance/ 

measurement interval of the 

system should be user 

selectable as 0.05 m, 0.1 m, 

0.25m and 0.5m 

reporting/exporting interval 

can be decided by user. 

Accepted  Sampling distance/ 

measurement interval of 

the system should be user 

selectable of 0.05 m for 

turn-out and 0.25m for 

straight/curved track. 

Reporting/exporting 

interval can be decided by 

user. 

 

5. 3.22 Height of the display above 

ground level shall be 

adjustable within the range 

between 0.8m to 1.4m. 

 

Height of the display above 

ground level shall be within 

the range between 0.8m to 

1.6m. 

 

Accepted with changes  Height of the display 

above ground level shall 

have be adjustable within 

the range between 0.8m 

1.0m to 1.4m 1.2m.  

6. 4.0 Technical features(vii)-

Wear 

the specification herein refers 

to wear in paragraph IV 

General b 4- and values 

mentioned there are to be 

measured with another 

devices- not be PTGMS 

(P&C), so the accuracy 

mentioned in Technical 

features refers – most 

probably – to the accuracy of 

these measurement. 

For the vertical distance to 

be measured at 100 mm 

from Actual Nose of 

Crossing, no separate 

equipment (straight edge) 

is required. The system 

should measure vertical 

wear by any means which 

may include laser 

technology. 

 

The para will remain same. 

7. 5.0 Tests at the time of initial 

approval (Prototype 

Tests): The supplier /   

manufacturer shall offer one 

prototype of the device for 

type test after successfully 

carrying out the internal 

tests. The supplier/ 

manufacturer shall submit 

Tests at the time of initial 

approval (Prototype Tests): 

The supplier/ manufacturer 

shall submit internal test 

certificate to RDSO. The 

supplier/ manufacturer shall 

make available to RDSO one 

PGMS (P&C) for type test 

for the time of testing.  

There is no change in the 

existing clause and the 

clause proposed by the 

firm except waival of tests 

which is not agreed. 

The para will remain same. 



internal test certificate to 

RDSO before 

commencement of the type 

tests. Following tests shall 

be carried out in sequence. 

 

8. 5.1.4 Environmental Tests: The 

firm shall submit the test 

certificates from NABL 

accredited laboratory for 

following: 

a)   Dry heat test b) Cold 

test 

 

We propose to remove these 

tests from the specification 

therein as no customer has 

ever asked for such tests 

before, we can offer such 

tests to be carried out in some 

accredited laboratory in the 

manufacturer’s country, but 

the cost will be really high 

and should be borne by IR 

separately. 

Partly agreed.  

However, these tests are 

essential as the prevailing 

temperature in India is 

quite higher.   

The firm shall submit the 

test certificates from 

NABL accredited 

laboratory/certificate for 

such tests to be conducted 

in-house by manufacturer 

for following. 

a)   Dry heat test b) Cold 

test 
 

9. 6.2 Visual inspection (v) Proper 

housing of cards 

We propose deleting such 

clause as carrying out would 

require partial disassembly of 

the device leading to losing 

the Warranty by the 

consignee. 

Accepted. This item will be deleted.  

10. 7.2 The inspection of machine 

during procurement as per 

para 6.0 shall be carried out 

by the purchaser zonal 

railways or any 

representative/agency 

authorized by Purchaser or 

CTE of zonal Railways. The 

cost of inspection and 

testing shall be borne by the 

supplier/ manufacturer. The 

arrangement for conducting 

all the tests shall be done by 

The inspection of machine 

during procurement as per 

para 6.0 shall be carried out 

by the purchaser zonal 

railways or any 

representative/agency 

authorized by Purchaser or 

CTE of zonal Railways. 

Minimum level of inspecting 

official shall be SE (Section 

Engineer)/SSE. 

 

Accepted to the extent that 

this inspection will be 

conducted in the presence 

of firm’s authorized 

representative to witness 

the acceptance test. 

The inspection of machine 

during procurement as per 

para 6.0 shall be carried 

out by the purchaser zonal 

railways or any 

representative/agency 

authorized by Purchaser 

or CTE of zonal 

Railways. The cost of 

inspection and testing 

shall be borne by the 

supplier/ manufacturer. 

The arrangement for 



the manufacturer/supplier. 

Minimum level of 

inspecting official shall be 

SE (Section Engineer)/SSE. 

 

conducting all the tests 

shall be done by the 

manufacturer/supplier. 

This inspection will be 

conducted in the presence 

of firm’s authorized 

representative to witness 

the acceptance test. 

Minimum level of inspec 

ting official shall be SE 

(Section Engineer)/ SSE. 

11. 7.2 7.2 Each machine shall be 

inspected for its acceptance 

as mentioned in clause no. 

6.0. If the samples satisfy all 

the tests prescribed as per 

acceptance criteria, the 

machine is acceptable. 

7.3 Each machine…… 

There is a mistake in 

numbering of the paragraphs.  

Accepted  7.3 7.2 Each machine 

shall be inspected for its 

acceptance as mentioned 

in clause no. 6.0. If the 

samples satisfy all the 

tests prescribed as per 

acceptance criteria, the 

machine is acceptable. 

12. 7.3 7.3 After the machines have 

been supplied at consignee’s 

end, the supply shall be 

considered as complete only 

after conducting training on 

operation etc. provided by 

the manufacturer /supplier 

as per clause 8.0. 

7.4 There is a mistake in 

numbering of the paragraphs.  

 

After the machines have been 

supplied at consignee’s end, 

the supply shall be considered 

as complete only after 

conducting training on 

operation etc. provided by the 

manufacturer /supplier as per 

clause 8.0. The training has to 

be provided no later than 4 

weeks after the delivery. In 

case of the delay in training 

exceeding this 4 weeks 

period, caused by the 

consignee, the supply is 

considered complete and 

Partly accepted.  

 

7.4 7.3 After the machines 

have been supplied at 

consignee’s end, the 

supply shall be considered 

as complete only after 

conducting training on 

operation etc. within four 

week of supply provided 

by the manufacturer 

/supplier as per clause 8.0. 



confirmed by the 

commissioning certificate. 

13. 9.1 Calibration, Operation, 

maintenance, trouble 

shooting and training 

manuals shall be prepared in 

sufficient detail to the 

satisfaction of purchaser and 

supplied in three copies 

each.  

Operation, maintenance, 

basic troubleshooting and 

training manuals shall be 

prepared in sufficient detail to 

the satisfaction of purchaser 

and supplied in three copies 

each. 

Partly accepted.  Calibration, Operation, 

maintenance, trouble 

shooting and training 

manuals shall be prepared 

in sufficient detail to the 

satisfaction of purchaser 

and supplied in three 

copies each. However, 

calibration will be carried 

out by the supplier after 1 

year of commissioning by 

deploying specially 

trained staff and whenever 

demanded by the 

consignee within warranty 

period. 

14. 10.2 Tools: All tools including 

measuring equipment 

required for diagnostics/ 

fault finding and normal 

maintenance/ repair should 

be supplied as complete kit 

in one set. The list of such 

tools and equipment 

proposed to be supplied 

with system shall be 

furnished as part of 

technical details of offer. 

 

Tools: All tools including 

measuring equipment 

required for normal 

maintenance should be 

supplied as complete kit in 

one set. The list of such 

tools and equipment 

proposed to be supplied with 

system shall be furnished as 

part of technical details of 

offer. 

 

Accepted Tools: All tools 

including measuring 

equipment required for 

diagnostics/ fault finding 

and normal maintenance/ 

repair should be supplied 

as complete kit in one 

set. The list of such tools 

and equipment proposed 

to be supplied with 

system shall be furnished 

as part of technical 

details of offer. 

 

15. 11.3 The supplier shall be 

required to supply and 

install free of cost all the 

equipment, components, 

The supplier shall be required 

to supply and install free of 

cost all the equipment, 

components, PCB cards, ICs , 

No change suggested and 

the condition will be 

applicable as per the 

guidelines. 

The para will remain 

same.  



PCB cards, ICs , cables 

transducers, connectors, 

spares and consumables 

which may fail, 

malfunction, become 

defective or required for 

uninterrupted working of 

system during the currency 

of Warranty period except 

external battery(s) in 

Laptop/ tablet  and / or 

system, stationary, ink 

cartridges. However, 

manufacturer’s warranty 

will be applicable for 

external batteries. 

 

cables transducers, 

connectors, spares and 

consumables which may fail, 

malfunction, become 

defective or required for 

uninterrupted working of 

system during the currency of 

Warranty period except 

external battery(s) in Laptop/ 

tablet  and / or system, 

stationary, ink cartridges. 

However, manufacturer’s 

warranty will be applicable 

for external batteries. 

The 11.3 clause is valid only 

when the device is not 

misused or damaged by the 

consignee. In such cases, the 

repairs as specified 

hereinabove will be done as a 

paid service by the authorized 

staff.  

Reasoned document for ADJ Engineering Pvt. Ltd. – Discussion was made with firm’s representative Mr. Shubham 

Tiwari (Asst. Manager/Business Development) on 17.01.2020 in DTM-I chamber and queries answered.  
1. 1.1 This specification covers 

the functional and 

technical requirements 

with testing details of 

Portable track geometry 

measurement system, 

which is used to measure 

track geometry parameters 

on Indian railways at 

straight track as well as on 

points and crossing. It 

should be able to measure 

Normal Track Geometry 

Measurement Trolley with 

gyroscope is able to give all the 

desired parameters with good 

accuracy. Measurement of 

Switches (here named as P&C) is 

provided over the pre-selected 

cross sections by specially 

adopted gauge/cross-level 

calipers in world-wide practice. 

Our Track Geometry 

Measurement Trolley is supplied 

As explained by firm’s 

representative, the trolley 

is supplied with a digital 

light weight caliper, which 

has to be used separately 

from trolley. The caliper 

has to be put at different 

locations manually to 

measure various 

parameters viz, throw of 

switch, check rail gap, etc. 

Whereas the specification 

The para will remain 

same. 



and record the Track 

Parameters of all track 

structures (BG) with 52 

Kg / 60 Kg rails under 

floating conditions on 

Indian Railways like (a) 

Gauge (b) Cross Level (c) 

Twist (d) Unevenness (e) 

Curvature/Alignment (f) 

Track Distance. 

 

along with a specially designed 

digital light weight caliper to 

measure all the parameters of 

Points & Crossings and can 

transfer the measured data to the 

trolley via Bluetooth. This 

combination of trolley and 

caliper increases the accuracy of 

measurements and is also cost 

effective solution for the purpose. 

We would like to request RDSO 

to kindly confirm the acceptance 

of our solution and may modify 

the technical specifications 

accordingly. 

requires a trolley with  in-

built mechanism to 

measure all parameters 

automatically while the 

trolley is to be traversed 

on turn out.  

2. 3.2 PTGMS should be 

supplied with a laptop 

having in-built software 

which is able to record 

following items manually 

and compare it with 

permissible value for 

concerned items marked 

as *. It should be able to 

display the value in red 

colour which are beyond 

permissible limits. The 

software/system should 

have the provision for 

feeding the permissible 

values for Indian condition 

for various parameters to 

be measured by PTGMS 

(P&C). System should 

have the facility to inter 

the station code, Turn-out 

No., Curve No. and 

Protected laptop is 3-4 times 

more expensive than protected 

tablet, laptop for data evaluation 

can be requested as an 

accessory). May protected tablet 

PC be sufficient for IR? Actually, 

it is sufficient because of it's 

calculation power and provides 

more portability than laptop. 

This * needs clarification. 

Accepted as it will be 

convenient to use and 

economical.  

Meaning of *: The data 

which is measured by 

trolley and compared with 

standard value.  

PTGMS should be 

supplied with a 

laptop/tablet (min. 12 

inch screen) having in-

built software which is 

able to record following 

items manually and 

compare it with 

permissible value for 

concerned items marked 

as *. It should be able to 

display the value in red 

colour which are 

beyond permissible 

limits. The 

software/system should 

have the provision for 

feeding the permissible 

values for Indian 

condition for various 

parameters to be 

measured by PTGMS 



Hectometer Post. It should 

also be possible to type 

Switch (Normal/Thick 

Web) and type of Crossing 

(Built-Up or CMS). 

(P&C). System should 

have the facility to inter 

the station code, Turn-

out No., Curve No. and 

Hectometer Post. It 

should also be possible 

to type Switch 

(Normal/Thick Web) 

and type of Crossing 

(Built-Up or CMS). 

3. 3.2.2 a) 

II) 7. 

Housing of stock and 

tongue rails. 

We need to check if the tongue 

rail is properly sitting inside the 

stock rail? Is it visual inspection 

or instrumental one? 

It is a visual inspection The para will remain 

same. 

4. 3.3.1 Inspection of Turn-Out: 

The system should be able 

to measure the following 

items on its own. 

1. Throw of Switch 

2. Gap b/w top edge of 

leading stretcher bar and 

bottom of rail foot* 

3. Gauge and cross level in 

switch & Lead 

This will be done with the help 

of digital caliper. Please confirm 

your acceptance. 

 

As explained by firm’s 

representative, the trolley 

is supplied with a digital 

light weight caliper, which 

has to be used separately 

from trolley. The caliper 

has to be put at different 

locations manually to 

measure various 

parameters viz, throw of 

switch, check rail gap, etc. 

Whereas the specification 

requires a trolley with in 

build mechanism to 

measure all parameters 

automatically while the 

trolley is to be traversed 

on turn out. 

The para will remain 

same. 

8. 3.3.1.3 

(c) 

Gauge and cross levels  

for  ML and T/out side. 

Versine of stock rail for 

Turn Out side upto end of 

Versine (The short side of 

triangle built at switch) will be 

measured manually. Please 

confirm your acceptence and 

Measurement of versine in 

turnout was explained to 

firm’s representative. This 

should be measured by the 

The para will remain 

same. 



lead. modify the clause accordingly. machine and not 

manually.  

9. 3.3.1.3 

(c) 

Note: 1) Station no. 0 to 

be marked at heel of 

switch for straight switch 

and ATS for curved 

switches. Subsequent 

stations shall be marked at 

every 3 m Versines to be 

recorded on 6 m chord 

length commencing from 

station no.1. 

Actually measurement to be 

provided every 3 m along ML. 

Manual by caliper? Automated 

by moving trolley? There should 

be clear instruction regarding 

measurement points (stations) for 

each type of switch. Or the Idea 

of IR is to introduce some 

universal method for all the 

usable BG switches? 

Measurement of versine in 

turnout was explained to 

firm’s representative. This 

should be measured by the 

machine and not 

manually.  

The para will remain 

same. 

10. 3.3.1.4 Wear of crossing (to be 

measured with Straight 

edge at 100 mm from 

ANC) * 

To be measured by Caliper 

ONLY. Data will be transferred 

to the head device of the trolley 

manually/bluetooth. 

This will be measured by 

device inbuilt in trolley. If 

machine is not able to 

measure it by mechanical 

means then the 

measurement may be 

taken using laser scanning 

technology.  

The para will remain 

same. 

11. 3.18 The system must have the 

provisions to generate off-

line report & output on 

different user-selectable 

chord lengths from 3 to 

20m every 1m 

Report is provided for the preset 

chord length as per initially 

selected chord. Actually, the user 

selectable chord will only build 

the confusion during the trolley's 

operation. 

The report to be generated 

for pre-set chord length 

which will be 6 m for 

T/out and 20 m for curved 

track.   

The para will remain 

same. 

12. 3.3.1.4 Wear of crossing (to be 

measured with Straight 

edge at 100 mm from 

ANC) * 

Please confirm what type of 

measurement is for the 

parameter, Manual or through a 

straight edge device? If through a 

straight edge device, is it to be 

supplied along with trolley. 

This is the vertical 

distance measured at 100 

mm from actual nose of 

crossing. No separate 

equipment (straight edge) 

is required. The system 

should measure vertical 

wear by any means which 

may include laser 

technology. 

The para will remain 

same. 



 

13. 4.0 (i) Unevenness Will be measured by trolley. 

Outside the switch area? 

Measured by trolley 

outside the turnout on 

straight/ curved track and 

also on the turnout 

portion. 

The para will remain 

same. 

14. 4.0 (ii) Alignment (measured 14 

mm below rail table) 

Will be measured by trolley. 

Outside the switch area? 

Measured by trolley 

outside the turnout on 

straight/ curved track and 

also on the turnout 

portion. 

The para will remain 

same. 

15. 4.0 (iii) Twist 

1 in 50 to 1 in 

1250 

Twist is the calculated parameter. 

Please, share the principle of it's 

calculation. 

Need clarification how this 

parameter is calculated. PWM 

measures twist in mm per 

meters? 

Twist is cross level 

difference per meter 

length of track. Measured 

in mm per meter. 

The para will remain 

same. 

16. 4.0 (iv) Gauge (measured 14 mm 

below rail table) 

Can be measured by both Trolley 

& Caliper. Is it OK, if this 

parameter in Switch area will be 

measured with caliper over the 

Stations prescribed? 

Measured by trolley 

outside the turnout on 

straight/ curved track and 

also on the turnout 

portion. 

The para will remain 

same. 

17. 4.0 (v) Cross level Can be measured by both Trolley 

& Caliper Is it OK, if this 

parameter in Switch area will be 

measured with caliper over the 

Stations prescribed? 

Measured by trolley 

outside the turnout on 

straight/ curved track and 

also on the turnout 

portion. 

The para will remain 

same. 

18. 4.0 (vi) Check rail 

clearance/Throw of Switch 

To be measured by caliper 

ONLY! Measured data will be 

manually introduced into the 

report. Please confirm your 

acceptance and modify the clause 

accordingly. 

Measured by trolley on the 

turnout portion. 

The para will remain 

same. 

19. 4.0 (vii) Wear To be measured by special digital 

caliper. Which wear to be 

This will be measured by 

any device in-built in 

The para will remain 

same. 



measured in switch area? Stock 

rail? Tongue? Crossing itself? 

Measurement of rail's wear 

outside the switch area by trolley 

requires usage of the laser 

scanning devices. Would 

Railway like to introduce laser 

scanning technology in track 

measurement? It will arise the 

expence of the trolley and will 

require very accurate operation. 

Respectively, operators 

qualification to be improved 

severally. 

trolley. If machine is not 

able to measure it by 

mechanical means then 

the measurement may be 

taken using laser scanning 

technology.  

 

************* 


